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ACROSS
Fresh ingredients of tonic listed in journal's 
glossary (10)

1

Ocean swimmer's surgical procedure 
performed by a hospital (4)

6

Looked after meeting's tea and wine (7)10
Celebrated even after an average course score 
(7)

11

Had words said in a different way - with 
eagerness (9)

12

Share that is being considered by most to be 
attractive (5)

13

Nitrogen pipe wrongly fitted with large flow 
regulator (6)

14

Grey cover is right in position (7)16
Procure extra by word of mouth (3)17
Plain workmanship featured in cross (7)19
Don't retire with support in place (4,2)20
Stealing from the vacated flat? (5)23
Time given by a sort of natural web developer 
(9)

24

Gum workers caught people using axes (7)26
Selection of excellent wines closely blend 
together (7)

27

Active leader of rebels captured by operative 
(4)

28

Benefit held by rising youngster (10)29

DOWN
Reprobate acted improperly outside study (8)1
Study group buckles, not dealing with 
pressure (5)

2

One gun turned up among collector's items 
and odd things (14)

3

Agreeable person is last to mention stranger 
(6)

4

Dispatch identification, one seized during 
wild party (8)

5

Pilots primarily unaccustomed to untidy work 
done by a traffic controller (5,4)

7

Worker in the garden is hard on trimming tool 
(6)

8

Disorganised airports can put up with delays 
(14)

9

Fellow holding up special person who's 
manipulative (9)

15

Family member in audience is a star (3)16
Expert is, in area of garden, wet by a 
sprinkler? (8)

17

Clear retired Father, one responsible for 
children (8)

18

Handle small investments (6)21
A trying experience or contract (6)22
Stuff that's passed to/from rewritten routine? 
(5)
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